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Abstract
This essay attempts to provide a critical response to the recent essay by Elisabeth Porter
concerning Australian refugee policy. Whilst it is acknowledged the current Australian
Government stands condemned in many if not most aspects of foreign policy, it is
suggested that there are a number of critical issues within the analysis by Elisabeth Porter
which do require further attention, including, 1) the allegedly racist nature of Australian
refugee policy, 2) the critique of mandatory detention, 3) the problem of secondary
movers, and 4) the moral complexity of dealing justly and compassionately with asylum
seekers. The writer agrees with Elisabeth Porter that the refugee problem is a global one,
although it is concluded that it is precisely this global nature of the problem which means
that local refugee solutions are not so simple, and that the enduring solutions ought to be
regarded as global.
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Essay
The issue of dealing with refugees has been a long-standing one, although in recent
years this has attracted much attention from both social scientists and journalists. It is
difficult to say why this increased attention has come about, although undoubtedly the
fact that stories about refugees are a tangible result of the dislocation of war might be
part of this increased attention. Another factor is no doubt the fact that the plight of
refugees is readily reportable – refugees make good copy for television. This has also
been the Australian experience, with Australia’s treatment of asylum seekers now
receiving widespread attention both within Australia and overseas, with the recent
essay by Elisabeth Porter one instance of this increased academic attention.1 The
purpose of this essay is not to provide support the current Australian Government. I
believe that the current Government, under Prime Minister John Howard, ought to be
condemned in crucial areas of foreign policy, including commitment to the illegal and
immoral war in Iraq, failure to engage productively in arms limitations, commitment
to increased military expenditure, failure to engage within the region of South-East
Asia, undermining of the United Nations and the United Nations Charter, and, most
crucially, failure to raise the Australian national commitment to overseas aid to
internationally accepted levels. However, having said this, it does seem that criticism
of Australian refugee policy by Elisabeth Porter does raise a number of critical issues
which do need to be addressed.
The first critical issue is the suggestion that the current refugee policy is in some
way a racist one, either through being a reflection of a racist Australian society or a
reflection of a racist Government. I believe such a suggestion is, on close
examination, problematical. Of course, there are racist elements within Australian
society. Moreover, it is difficult not to accept that in the most recent Federal Election
the current Government attempted to use the issue of unauthorized arrivals in an
attempt to attempt to gain electoral advantage. However this does not necessarily
mean that the refugee policy itself is racist or is a conspiracy by a racist government.2
It is important to distinguish cause and effect. One immediate problem with the racist
hypothesis is that the current refugee policy was introduced in 1992, by the previous
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and Development: An Interdisciplinary Journal, Issue 3, July 2003.
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ALP Government. Moreover, Australia is a relatively heterogenous society, with
ethnic diversity becoming steadily and ineluctably more pronounced.3 Australia has a
strong ethnic press and strong multicultural broadcasting. The writer has personally
taught in schools where over 50% of the student population do not have English as
their native language. Moreover, of Australia’s annual refugee re-settlement
programme of some 12,000 people, most come from Africa, the Middle East or
South-East Asia, as is the case for Australia’s immigration as a whole. The racist
hypothesis simply does not fit the reality of Australian demographics and current
immigration.
Secondly, the issue of mandatory detention is not a simple one.

One of the

common statements from critics of Australian refugee policy is that Australia is the
only country in the world with mandatory detention. However such a statement tends
to ignore the fact that de facto mandatory detention is a common experience of the
estimated 20 million refugees within the Global South, many of whom spend years
and even decades living in supposedly temporary refugee camps.4

Does anyone

seriously suggest that individuals and families desire to live in refugee camps? They
do so because they have no effective choice. Their existence is effectively a de facto
mandatory detention in the camps. The statement that Australia is the only country
with mandatory detention also does not indicate the alternative as practiced in other
countries of the Global North. Europe and the United States are increasingly relying
upon the practice of turning people away at the border, a practice consistently
condemned by human rights groups.5 The practice of mandatory detention is no doubt
flawed. However, in comparative terms, it does at least allow asylum seekers some
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access to due process, an access that is often completely denied under alternative
means operative in comparative countries of the Global North.
Thirdly, criticism of Australian refugee policy generally fails to engage the
problem of secondary movers, that is, asylum seekers who have transited through an
intermediate country, where there is no fear of persecution, and from there travelled to
Australia. 6 The complicating factor with the secondary movers is that it is difficult to
ignore the conclusion that there is at least some element of an economic motive in
coming to developed country, given that they were already safe from persecution in
the intermediate country. This is not to say that individuals ought not to be allowed to
migrate to a specific country for economic reasons. Indeed, most of the migration to
Australia over the past two hundred years has been by those seeking a better future
and a better standard of living. It is a little inconsistent for those already in Australia
to simply say, in effect, we are already here now, and you cannot come. However the
phenomenon of secondary movers does indicate that the issue of dealing with
unauthorized arrivals is wider than the simple issue of the granting of asylum.
Fourthly, there is an element of moral complexity, which is not normally addressed
in criticism of Australia’s refugee policy.7 In effect, in dealing with refugee policy, an
ethics of care comes into conflict with a consequentialist ethics. It is quite appealing
to invoke the need for attentiveness to the needs of unauthorized arrivals, and indeed
we ought to be attentive. However does this necessarily mean that there ought to be
automatic acceptance of unauthorized arrivals to Australia? This would surely have
drastic consequences for countries of the Global South, as the existing disastrous
outflow of capital and skilled labour would be exacerbated. As is acknowledged in
the essay by Elisabeth Porter, most alternative models argue for some minimum
detention of unauthorized arrivals, involving basic processing.8 However the problem
for such suggestions is that processing of unauthorized arrivals is not simple,
especially in instances where the arrivals have no documentation. Moreover, if one is
to allow the right of appeal, which is an important democratic right, then this also
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implies that the period of detention needs to be extended, in order to allow the
individual a right of appeal. This is not to say that mandatory detention is justifiable.
However appeals to seemingly straightforward notions of attentiveness don’t really
address the whole situation.
Is mandatory detention immoral?

My response would be ultimately in the

affirmative, that is, it is immoral. Yet the problem is that the nation-state system itself
is ultimately an immoral one, in that refugees are a result of the nation-state system

9

and moreover it is the nation-state system which decrees that a person born in the
Global South does not have the right automatically to come and enjoy the lifestyle or
the Global North. The problem of unauthorized arrivals and refugees is ultimately part
of the problem of global apartheid,
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and it is this that we should be working to

resolve. This cannot be accomplished precipitously, though an immediate declaration
of open borders, but through a graduated yet specific commitment of the countries of
the Global North towards global development, that is, a commitment away from a
culture of war and violence towards a culture of peace. One of the immediate and
tangible actions of countries of the Global North would be to commit to disarmament
and to commit to the recommended United Nations levels of aid. The shame of the
current Australian Government is that it refuses or fails to understand the importance
of such a commitment to global culture of peace. It is in this, rather than in refugee
policy as such, wherein the current Australian government ought to be most strongly
condemned.
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